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AN EXPERIMENT WITH LEADING INDICATORS
FOR SAFETY
Kevin Ng1, Alan Laurlund2, Gregory Howell3, George Lancos4
ABSTRACT
Safety and organization of a construction site were improved with the application of
safety leading indicators and a 5S assessment tool on a project managed using Lean
principles. This paper is a report on a project built for a medical device company that
manufactures stents and catheters. The $14,000,000 project included two high-tech
ISO 8 clean rooms and associated laboratories. Safety related data collected on safety
walks on a daily basis was organized for each specialty contractor and normalized for
worker hours. This data helped the project focus on areas and trade partners of
greatest exposure. The result on the second phase of the project showed significant
improvements. The implementation of the 5-S assessment rated the site organization
from zero to five for each contractor by a variety of key stakeholders. The results of
the 5-S program clustered at the low end at the beginning of the project and
significantly improved over time and reached almost 5 as the project approached
completion.
The paper will reflect on related conceptual foundations and propose follow up
investigations aimed at exploring leading indicators and other assessment tools related
to safety and quality of work.
INTRODUCTION
Safety and organization of a construction site were improved with the application of
safety leading indicators and a 5-S program assessment tool on a project managed on
Lean principles (Liker 2004 pp149). A description of the project, the companies
involved, the application of various lean construction practices, and overall project
outcomes will be followed by a more detailed report on the innovative safety practices
and 5-S process employed.
BACKGROUND
XL Construction was hired by Johnson & Johnson as the general contractor to
construct its West Coast Consolidation facility in Fremont, California. The overall
objective of the project was to modify an existing facility to co-locate Johnson &
Johnson’s affiliate companies on the west coast at one campus.
The construction project consisted of three major phases; and included the
construction of ISO 8 clean room spaces, general research and development
laboratories, and other general support use spaces. Total construction square footage
was approximately 60,000 square feet; construction budget was approximately
$14,000,000 and the total construction duration, which included 3 phases was 11
months.
Johnson & Johnson had used Lean concepts on other construction projects;
however, this was the first successful implementation of Lean principles on a Johnson
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& Johnson project and was XL Construction’s first attempt to implement Lean
principles.
NEW SAFETY PRACTICES
OVERVIEW
Johnson & Johnson’s standard safety reporting matrix, which was presented to the
team at the beginning of the project, requested that the general contractor track
“leading indicators” of safety incidents. Without providing a formal definition for the
request, the matrix simply defined a “leading indicator” as a “preventive or proactive
measure that is taken in order to decrease the possibility of an incident”. The
construction team implemented a program to collect, categorize, and report data
regarding safety violations (corrections) as they occurred on the jobsite.
Each
instance of non-compliance with OSHA regulations or the site-specific safety
program observed on the jobsite was recorded – including date, firm of individual in
non-compliance, nature of required correction, and implemented correctional
measure. Data was then sorted and displayed visually by category, firm, across time,
and versus repetitive construction scope cycles. Safety education on the overall
jobsite, as well as individual trade/firm safety education, was tailored to address
trends in safety correction data.
Traditional and industry standard measurements of safety performance in the
construction industry focus on incident rate. Measurements such as OSHA’s
Recordable Incident Rate compare the quantity of accidents or incidents to the
number of hours worked. The approach of this project was to track leading indicators
of safety incidents, or those behaviors or jobsite conditions that could potentially lead
to an injury or incident. The project team applied Lean principles to this program,
implementing aspects of goal setting, measurement, performance analysis, and
accountability to tracking of safety leading indicators.
In addition, common 5-S construction programs provide generic criteria for each
of the 5-S categories (Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, Sustain), but do not
provide specific criteria relevant to the idiosyncrasies of each construction project nor
provide a method for evaluation, measurement, and reporting of performance
(Sowards 2004). This project team created a 5-S program that identified specific
measureable criteria within each of the 5-S categories, and created a system for goal
setting, measurement and performance reporting for each category.
The safety leading indicators and 5-S data was formatted into various reporting
tools as described below. These tools were distributed to personnel on the jobsite,
distributed to offsite management personnel and posted publically in the common
lunch area. The tools were also reviewed at monthly “Safety Leadership” meetings,
which were attended by Johnson & Johnson, XL Construction, and multiple major
trade partners.
This paper will explore the methods used to track and report safety leading
indicators as well as methods used to measure 5-S progress against established goals.
Measurement of leading indicators of safety incidents will lead to a reduction in the
frequency of safety incidents on the construction project. Measurement of 5-S
performance against pre-determined goals will lead to better overall project
conformance with the 5-S principles.
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LEA
ADING INDIC
CATORS
Obsserved leadding indicaators were categorized into tenn general ssafety prog
gram
cateegories (“Personal Prootective Eqquipment”, as an exaample). Eaach of the ten
cateegories alsoo included multiple more speccific sub-caategories suuch as “saafety
glassses” or “heead protectioon”. Each category
c
alsso includedd flexibility for addition
ns of
new
w or un-categorized corrrections.
Safety com
mpliance was defined byy regulation
ns set forth by the Caliifornia Diviision
of Occupationa
O
al Safety annd Health (C
Cal/OSHA) (http://www
w.ca-osha.com/), as weell as
Johnnson & Johhnson’s reqquirements, XL Constrruction’s ovverall safetyy program, and
XL Constructiion and Johnson & Johnson’s
J
Site
S
Specifi
fic Safety P
Program. Any
obseervance off non-comppliance withh any of these
t
project safety rregulations was
docuumented as a jobsite saafety correcction.
Safety corrrection dataa was input on a weeklly basis intoo the jobsitte database, and
mulltiple displaay formats were
w
published to all personnel
p
onn the site. The most basic
b
dispplay is show
wn in Figuree 1 below.

Figgure 1: Oveerall Projectt Safety Leaading Indicaators Tracked by Infracction Category
The graph in Figure 1 displays cumulative
c
correction count for aall personneel on
the jobsite, orrganized innto the ten correction
n categoriess. Alarminng trends were
w
highhlighted forr emphasis. These graaphs show approximat
a
tely 65% off all correcttions
occuurring withhin the “Perrsonal Proteective Equip
pment” cateegory. Whiile superficially
this may not be
b particularrly alarming (many jo
obsites expeerience a high rate of nonn
com
mpliance wiithin this caategory), deeper analy
ysis shows a large perrcentage off the
Perssonal Protecctive Equippment correcctions occu
urring withinn the sub-caategory of “Fall
“
Prottection”, ass seen in Figure 2 below.
b
Non
N
compliance with fall protecction
requuirements was
w determiined to be a leading in
ndicator of a potentiallyy serious saafety
inciident. Thuus, jobsite safety educcation, oveerall jobsitee and firm--specific saafety
meeetings, as well
w
as aw
wareness off onsite saffety compliiance persoonnel could
d be
speccifically foccused on correction of this
t particullarly frequeent leading iindicator.
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Figgure 2: Oveerall Projectt Safety Leaading Indicaators Trackeed by Infracction Catego
ory,
Witth Personal Protective Equipment
E
Sub-Set Daata Broken into
i
Major S
Sub-Catego
ories.
Correction data was also displayyed by trad
de partner firm as seeen in Figu
ure 3
beloow. Each firm’s corrrections weere also dissplayed by correction category. The
benefit of this display forrmat was obbserved to be
b two-foldd: a sense off accountab
bility
by each
e
the muultiple firmss onsite wass created by
y the public and compaarative naturre of
the data displayy, and eachh firm was given
g
indiviidual correcction categoory data specific
to their
t
personnnel onsite.. Similar to
t the beneefits from analysis
a
off overall job
bsite
corrrections sorrted by cateegory, eachh firm was able to foccus their individual eff
fforts
tow
wards correcttion of theirr most frequuent or alarm
ming data trrends.

Figure 3: Safety
S
Leadding Indicator Tracked by Contractor Firm annd Sorted by
y
Inffraction Cattegory With
hin Each Firrm.
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The data displayed
d
inn Figure 3 above, how
wever, did not adequaately gaugee the
overrall safety compliancee of each individual
i
firm.
f
The graph in F
Figure 3 ab
bove
inacccurately im
mplied that those firmss with the highest
h
quaantity of saffety correcttions
werre most freqquently exhhibiting leaading indicaators of saffety incidennts (such ass the
“Meechanical” contractor in Figure 3 above), and
a that thoose firms w
with the few
west
corrrections werre least likeely to sufferr a safety inccident due to
t the fact thhat they had
d the
few
west correctiions (such as
a the “Firee Protection
n” contractoor in Figure 3 above). In
ordeer to meassure accurattely the freequency with which each firm was exhibiiting
leadding indicattors of safetty incidentss, the graph in Figure 4 below waas created. This
dispplay model compares the
t number of safety corrections
c
o each firm
of
m with the total
houurs worked by that firm.
f
Thiss “safety correction
c
r
rate”,
simillar to OSH
HA’s
Reccordable Injury Incidennt Rate, stattes the numb
ber of safetty correctionns observed
d per
2000 man hourss worked. This safetyy correction rate is an indicator off the likelih
hood
thatt each firm
m will expeerience a saafety incideent based on
o the ratee that that firm
exhibits the deefined leadinng indicators. Based on
o this dataa, a pro-actiive approacch to
jobssite accidennts can be taaken by tarrgeting thosse groups (ffirms) that m
most frequeently
exhibit leadingg indicators.

F
Figure
4: Safety
S
Leadiing Indicatoor Rate Per Man Hourss Worked, D
Displayed by
y
Subbcontractor Firm
F
and Coompared to Overall Prooject Total Rate
Lastly, saffety correction data was trackeed over tim
me as the project sccope
proggressed. Fiigure 5 beloow shows overall
o
jobssite correctioon totals, trracked by week
w
throoughout the project tim
meline. Thiss display model
m
was ussed to gaugge overall saafety
riskk of the prooject site (bby indicatinng upward trends in leading
l
indiicators), an
nd to
provvide measuurement of the efficienncy of impllemented prreventative measures such
jobssite trainingg of properr use of falll protection
n systems. The bold yellow lin
ne in
Figuure 5 beloow tracks the overalll project running
r
aveerage numbber of leaading
indiicators, andd provided thhe team witth a good in
ndication off average performancee and
impprovement over
o
time.
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Fiigure 5: Ovverall Projecct Safety Leeading Indiccator Count Tracked Ovver Time, and
a
Acrross Repetittive Projectt Scope Cyccles.
Because thee project waas constructted in phasees, and becaause the connstruction sccope
of each
e
phase was roughlly similar, it
i was also beneficial to augmentt the displaay of
corrrection rate across timee with an inndication off the generaal constructiion scope being
b
perfformed. Figgure 5 abovve also attem
mpts to acco
omplish this, with the colored verrtical
barss on the x-aaxis indicatting the genneral constrruction activvity occurriing during each
timee period. As
A scope reppeated (Phase 1 scope repeated
r
in Phase 2, foor example), the
team
m utilized thhe data model on Figuure 5 to rev
view upcom
ming construuction activiities,
and determine leading inddicator trends from sim
milar activitties perform
med in prev
vious
phases. This provided
p
thee team an eaarlier opporrtunity to adddress potenntial safety risks
r
baseed on specific projectt performannce and leaading indicaators exhibiited under near
idenntical circum
mstances.
5-S ON SITE
Thee implemenntation of a Five S proogram on th
his construction site w
was particullarly
probblematic duue to the challenge
c
c
creating
a system
s
thatt was bothh practical with
resppect to the specific scoope and jobbsite makeu
up and meaasureable too the point that
releevant feedbaack was inpuut into the “Plan,
“
Do, Check,
C
Act”” cycle.
In order to address thee first of theese challeng
ges, the teaam created a specific seet of
criteeria for eacch of the 5-S
S categories. Each criiterion was evaluated tto ensure th
hat it
wass both practtically impllemented giiven the sco
ope and exeecution of tthe project, and
thatt results weere tangiblee to the pooint that th
hey could be
b quantifiably evaluaated.
Critteria were also
a created within the “Sustain” category
c
to measure
m
thee efficiency
y and
execcution of the
t 5-S proogram itsellf (the two criteria foor Sustain were: “Aree all
empployees infoormed of the 5S goals??” and “Is th
he weekly 5S
5 measurem
ment workssheet
com
mpleted?”). Each critterion was listed on a single-paage field evvaluation sh
heet.
Meaasurement was conduucted weekkly by a variety off key stakeeholders. XL
Connstruction’s field supervision sttaff, trade partner fooremen, XL
L Construcction
mannagement staff, and others,
o
eachh completed
d the 5-S Field
F
Evaluuation Sheeet by
assiigning a nuumerical “ggrade” to thhe complian
nce with eaach listed ccriterion. Each
E
evalluator was given the opportunityy to measurre 5-S efficciency for bboth indiviidual
firm
ms and for the
t project as
a a whole. 5-S Evalu
uation Sheeets were theen collected
d and
com
mpiled, and cumulativee averages for
f each cattegory weree calculatedd and displaayed
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(seee figure 6) below.
b
Thee overall avverage (acro
oss all categgories) was also calculaated,
and is displayed by the bold line in thhe figure bellow.

F
Figure
6: Overall
O
Projeect 5-S Meaasurement Reporting
R
byy Category, with Projecct
Average, Tracked Accross Time
RES
SULTS
All measured categories of data, both in traccking of leaading indiccators of saafety
i measurem
ment of 5-S
S performaance, showeed improvem
ment over time
inciidents and in
throoughout the project.
The overalll jobsite frequency of safety
s
leadin
ng indicatorrs observedd decreased over
timee throughouut the projecct. During the
t first fou
ur months of the projecct, an averag
ge of
9.755 leading inndicators weere observeed per montth overall on
o the projeect site. Du
uring
the second fourr months off the project, the total leading
l
indiicators obseerved decreased
to an
a average of 5.25 perr month. During
D
the final four months
m
of the project,, the
averrage numbeer of leadingg indicators observed decreased
d
too 3.5 per moonth.
Similarly, although
a
soomewhat less dramaticcally, the tootal project rate of leaading
indiicator obserrved (adjustted for mann hours wo
orked, per Figure
F
6 abbove) decreased
overr time throuughout the project. The
T rate of total
t
leadinng indicatorss observed (per
2000 man hours worked) duuring the firrst four mon
nths of the project
p
was 1.29. This rate
decrreased to 0.22 during the second third of the project, and
a the overrall project rate
rem
mained at 0.222 during thhe final fourr months off the project schedule.
Most subseets of the tottal count off observed leading
l
indiicators decreeased over time
as well.
w
As ann example, the
t “Fall Prootection” su
ubset of the leading inddicator categ
gory
“Perrsonal Proteective Equippment” (whhich was off particular concern
c
to tthe project team
t
throoughout the project givven the impllied potentiial for seriouus injury orr fatality sh
hould
an incident
i
in this
t categorry occur), decreased
d
markedly
m
oveer the coursse of the pro
oject
timeeline. Durring the first four moonths of thee project, 12
1 observannces of leaading
indiicators in thhe Fall Proteection categgory were observed (at a rate of 0..40 observaances
per 200 man hoours workedd). During the second third of thee project thee Fall Protecction
counnt reduced to 5 (a ratee of 0.05 obbservances per
p 200 maan hours woorked). No Fall
Prottection leadding indicaators were observed during
d
the final four months off the
projject.
The measuured criteriaa in the prooject’s 5-S program also
a
showed improvem
ment
throoughout thee course of measuremeent. At thee outset of measuremeent, the aveerage
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project score for all criteria within each of the 5-S’s (Sort, Set in Order, Shine,
Standardize, Sustain) was 1.80 (on a scale of 1 to 5). This average increased to 3.42
during the second third of measurement, and at the final Five S program measurement
the project average was 4.61.
The dramatic improvement in exhibition of leading indicators of safety incidents
on the jobsite was due to a variety of factors. Primarily, the awareness of the
individual personnel on the jobsite of the specific behaviors that when exhibited lead
to an increase in the likelihood of a safety incident occurring led to more overt and
proactive behavioral changes being made to avoid them. The fundamental aspect of
simply tracking leading indicators, and the multiple more complex methods that were
utilized to assemble and communicate this data, led to a shift in individual mentalities
in regards to safety as work was executed. In the absence of an awareness of leading
indicators a person’s focus while planning and executing a particularly risky task may
be on the physical and financial consequences of an accident occurring (e.g. the pain
of an injury or the financial loss due to lost working time). The awareness of the
leading behavioral indicators of such an incident tended to shift the focus during
planning and execution away from the consequences of a potential incident, and
towards an avoidance of the leading indicators of such an incident.
Secondly, as leading indicator data was collected and displayed on the jobsite,
personnel became aware of quantified performance both for the project as a whole, as
well as for individual contractor firms. The program’s emphasis on creating a high
visibility for goals, progress and results increased the overall project awareness of not
only the individual performance criteria, but led to a heightened awareness of the
specific criteria being measured as well. As data was publically displayed and
distributed, and as both positive and negative performance was highlighted, an overall
desire for improvement was observed. This effect – although admittedly reliant on
the competitive nature of many workers on the site – effectively accomplished the
intended goal of increasing the awareness of leading indicators of safety incidents,
and achieving a reduction in the exhibition of these behaviors on the job.
Lastly, the collection of data in the formats shown above allowed the project’s
management team to better understand the specific safety risks of the project, and to
take proactive measures to mitigate those risks. Whereas in the absence of leading
indicator data the management team’s approach to project safety may have been
generic and/or reactive in it’s approach, this information provided real-time and
project-specific insight into the specific areas of risk on the project at any given time,
and allowed the safety education program to be tailored to directly address the project
based on a quantified assessment. Throughout the project, as an example, the topics
for weekly All Hands Tailgate Safety Meetings were selected to address safety
categories in which concerning quantities of leading indicators of safety incidents had
been observed in the prior week. Similarly, as an example, when Fall Protection and
Equipment Safety leading indicators were measured to be increasing, a safety training
expert was hired to provide on-site training in proper use of personnel lifts and
forklifts, as well as the correct usage of fall restraint and fall arresting equipment.
The same information that allowed the overall project management team to tailor
the project safety program to specific risks on the project as a whole also allowed
individual trade contractor foremen to individually address the safety risks of their
crews as well. Because the leading indicator data was tracked by contractor firm as
well as for the project as a whole, trade foremen had access to cross sections of the
overall project data that included leading indicators exhibited by members of their
crews only. They were also provided with individualized versions the same display
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formats as were displayed for the project as a whole. Individual trade crews onsite
were then able to address particular risks and concerns for their sub-set of the project
whole.
CONCLUSIONS
The application of the Lean principles of planning, measurement, adjustment and
improvement (“Plan, Do, Check, Act”) was applied to both a 5-S program and a
program to track leading indicators of safety incidents on this construction project.
Each application demonstrated that communication of goals, measurement of
performance in relationship to those goals, and a culture of accountability for
measured performance can lead to safer and more efficient execution of construction
work.
As the leading indicator program progressed throughout the project, and as the
data display formats and tools were developed and refined, it was found that the most
efficient tools used to communicate goals, progress, and results were those that were
most direct and easy to read and comprehend. The efficiency and success of the
program was directly related to the execution of the most active participants – those
directly responsible for leading indicators as they physically execute construction
work in the field. Therefore, the focus in developing tools for this program was on
creating formats that were effective in communicating to that particular group. Future
projects and implementations should not lose sight of the fact that the most important
and directly responsible persons for the success of any aspect of construction on any
site are those that directly execute the end product. This is especially true for safety,
and we found that the best results on this project were achieved when tools and
reporting were developed a focus on ensuring participation from the target audience in
mind.
The program to track safety leading indicators, while to date only executed on this
singular project, has an overall potential to augment the existing measured safety
performance criteria for construction work. While current measurements (such as
OSHA’s Injury and Illness Incident Rates) (http://www.osha.gov/) focus on the
frequency with which incidents have occurred, the measurement of leading indicators
of those incidents provides a more proactive perspective that perhaps more directly
reflects safety performance.
The program implemented on this project demonstrated that leading indicators of
safety incidents can be quantified on a construction project, and that analysis of that
data can be utilized effectively to reduce the frequency that those leading indicators
are exhibited.
Future analysis of the efficacy of this and similar programs should compare the
affects of tracking leading indicators of safety incidents on the actual rate of safety
incident occurrence. This project incurred one recordable doctor’s case injury, and
zero lost time injury in over 75,000 man-hours worked. Future analysis should
compare projects of similar scope and size to attempt to quantify the affect of tracking
leading indicators on the actual rate of occurrence of various safety incidents.
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